
5 The Khrushchev régime

The next three chapters concentrate on evidence for the theoretical

propositions set out in Chapter 3. Each examines the data for one of

the governments before and during October 1962. In each chapter,

evidence is presented first for explanatory factors of institutions, social

regulation and integration, and for the patterns of trust and the network

forms which are their signatures and symptoms. Next, evidence for the

forms of ritual in meetings and conversations is examined. Finally, the

chapters examine aspects of political judgement such as risk framing

and issue linkage. Each chapter shows the consistency of the patterns

predicted at the end of Chapter 3.

Isolate institutions and networks

By the early 1960s, the Soviet Union’s government was strongly con-

strained and weakly bonded internationally. The USA possessed huge

nuclear superiority in numbers of warheads and delivery technologies,

air power and other military technologies. Economically, the USSR was

performing poorly; Khrushchev’s own initiatives hardly helped. Rela-

tions with Mao’s China were abysmal and drifting towards conflict.

Third World client states were beginning to look to Beijing rather than

Moscow for support. The events of 1953 in East Germany and 1956 in

Hungary and Poland had shown the fragility of Soviet control over these

buffer states. Khrushchev’s efforts to alternate brinkmanship and

détente had yielded little or nothing in Berlin, Laos or the Middle East.

His antics on his American trip had undermined his own credibility

internationally and among informed élites at home. Unable to sustain

large-scale military expenditure, he had pressed upon his reluctant

generals a defence doctrine of reliance on a modest nuclear arsenal of

vast destructive power, rather than on huge conventional forces. For all

Khrushchev’s bluster, boasting and bravado, fundamentally the Soviet

Union felt threatened, encircled, impoverished and unable to control

the pattern of events at international level save by causing crises.
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From Stalin, the élite had learned that either the Soviet Union sustained

its superpower status or its survival was under immediate threat.

Shortly before his death, Stalin had prophesied that his epigones would

be destroyed by the West. Those words rang in Khrushchev’s ears

throughout his period as First Secretary of the Party and Chairman of

the Council of Ministers, the Praesidium (as the Politburo became

known during Khrushchev’s chairmanship). These facts of strong regu-

lation and weak integration dominate the background to the crisis of

October 1962.

What was true at the macro-level was also true at the micro-level

within the Kremlin.

Until his death in 1953, Stalin completely dominated the Politburo

and the central governmental staffs with blunt threats and subtler intimi-

dation, using surveillance and disinformation to ensure that none could

trust others. Khrushchev himself had come to hold supreme office in the

Soviet Union as a result of complicated manoeuvring within an élite

that had few reasons to trust each other. He did not execute his rivals

and enemies in 1955, when he succeeded in removing some of them,

nor indeed in 1957–8, when he defeated the attempted coup known as

the ‘anti-party plot’ and succeeded in triumphing over most of the

remainder. Nonetheless, he exiled, demoted and otherwise punished

many and blocked their protégés’ careers.

When the plot had been overcome, the plotters punished, and

Khrushchev appeared to control the central party and state apparatus,

two features stood out. First, Praesidium members and leading military

and civilian officials had learned to be afraid of Khrushchev, and afraid

to be candid with each other about discontent or to trust each other.

They were unable to act unless under direction from the centre or else

from urgent personal necessity. The cadre now appreciated the insecur-

ity and fragility of their positions. The responses that the leaders’ own

actions elicited from the state machine seemed arbitrary: by turns, it

would be briefly generous or harsh.

After 1958, Khrushchev’s own position had changed. Taubman, one

of his most recent biographers, who had access to previously unavailable

documentary materials as well as using interviews, describes Khrushchev

as by this time being ‘alone at the top’ (2003, 361–395). Khrushchev

made decisions alone or after perfunctory involvement of a series of

shifting ad hoc groups comprising a few specially appointed and loyal

aides. Typically, he told Praesidium members of decisions after he had

made them.He dominatedmeetings of his own small staff of protégés, the

Praesidium and other committees, felt unable to confide in others, and

offered them no chance to confide in him. Khrushchev’s son, Sergei,
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describes his father’s meetings with such key people as Defence Minister

Malinovsky and Marshall of the Strategic Missile Forces, Sergei Semyo-

novich Biryuzov, but gives no indication of Khrushchev placing great

trust in them or involving them in strategic deliberations; still less did he

appear to feel the need to secure their wholehearted commitment to his

decisions.

By the early 1960s, whatever they may have thought privately, few

Praesidiummembers would opposeKhrushchev’s proposals (Khrushchev,

2000, e.g. 487). Mikoyan seems to have expressed some doubts about

the Cuban venture, but certainly did not argue the case at length. Most

simply deferred to the chairman (Khrushchev, 2000, 486–488), as had

been the case during the Berlin crisis (Troyanovsky, 2000). Alekseev had

the temerity to give an unwanted answer to Khrushchev’s question about

what Castro’s response might be, but certainly did not press his point,

which turned out quickly to be incorrect in any case. Troyanovsky may

have expressed doubts in private (Troyanovsky, 2000, 234), but again his

credibility with his master was limited (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997;

Taubman, 2003).Decisions of the Praesidiumwere unanimous; they never

opposed the chairman’s settled will (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 2003;

Khrushchev, 2000, 487 ff.). Zubok and Pleshakov (1996, 205–208) note a

variety of mutterings and grumblings in the background among officials at

several points even in the last years of the 1950s, but these were never

voiced at the Praesidium.

We know from various witnesses that Khrushchev was given to

silent brooding. In his second (2000) book about his father, Sergei

Khrushchev repeatedly describes walks with his father at moments of

decision or after policymaking, when his father would refuse to answer

questions or converse but would insist on silence. Indeed, sometimes

during deliberations about Cuba, Khrushchev would suddenly fall

silent during meetings, obviously far away in his thoughts: his entou-

rage respectfully waited silently for his attention to return before

proceeding with business.

Whatever may be said of any enduring traits of Khrushchev’s charac-

ter, it is clear that this suspicious, brooding and isolate condition was

neither a permanent context in the Soviet élite nor in the contexts in

which Khrushchev had operated in earlier periods; no conception of

enduring character helps us to understand the position in the early

1960s. Certainly, the youthful mining trade-union activist and then

party apparatchik on the make had happily operated both highly indi-

vidualistically and within small enclaves. As an ambitious younger man,

he adroitly exploited the networks that were opened to him as a party

member in Ukraine before the Great Patriotic War (Shapoval, 2000;
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Taubman, 2003). Considerable instability in the prevailing form of

social organisation followed Stalin’s death and Khrushchev’s own con-

solidation of power. In the immediate aftermath of the great dictator’s

demise, when mutual trust among the élite was weak, leading members

of that caste had swung sharply between ruthless competition among

themselves for power and spoils and efforts to produce camaraderie and

a sense of shared responsibility in groups or factions.

After Stalin’s death, with power effectively diffused for the first time in

a generation, a series of stand-offs took place between various ‘big men’,

each mobilising protégés and seeking to induce defections from the never

entirely loyal supporters and even henchmen of the others. By turns,

Malenkov, Beria, Kaganovich and Molotov were outcompeted and

ousted. In other periods, the Praesidium and the élite seemed divided

into factions: tiny ideological differences were forced out to sustain those

factions’ sense of distinct identity; faction leaders’ positions were rela-

tively weak. Khrushchev’s rivalry withMalenkov was particularly marked

in this period, even though they had worked together happily in the

1930s (Zubkova, 2000). Taubman (2003, 288) reports the Praesidium

members in 1955 as being described by an insider as unable to ‘stand

each other any more’.

Khrushchev’s defeat of the plotters of 1957–8 ended that period of

alternating individualism and enclave. But informal institutions had

corroded the formal and explicit rules of the constitution so far under

Stalin that pressure, bullying and simple corruption increasingly domin-

ated, and hierarchy could not be restored. After the 1964 coup which

removed Khrushchev himself, a similar process of individualism and

enclaving followed until a similar dynamic yielded the domination of

Leonid Brezhnev. After 1964, hierarchy and enclave were stabilised to a

greater degree than under Khrushchev, but they never succeeded in

subordinating isolate ordering.

Taubman (2003, 365–366) documents Khrushchev’s colleagues’

recognition of the chairman’s being ‘alone at the top’, after defeating

the 1957–8 coup. His behaviour became more erratic as he relied upon

fewer people, his ranting less controllable, his emotions less stable, his

touchy pride inordinate. His new structural and institutional position

soon showed in changes in his character and his capacity for sufficient

consistency to reassure friend and convincingly threaten foe. Character,

in short, responded to institutions, not the other way around.

Just as in the Banfields’ (1958) Montegrano, where structurally isol-

ated peasants lied to or at least concealed things from their creditors,

each other, priests, municipal authorities and families into which their

children might marry to cope and survive, so in the Soviet system, many
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officials supplied incomplete and even false information to the core

executive. It is well known how extensive this was in the field of domestic

economic output, but it was also true in military and foreign policy.

For in a system in which harsh individual punishment could follow

mistakes – ultimately, by 1964, even for the chairman himself – and

where the rewards for individual good performance were limited and

unreliable, officials had few incentives to provide complete and accurate

information. Taubman (2003) documents several occasions when, in

matters of high politics, Khrushchev was told what he wanted to hear,

or simply given selective information to discredit rivals. This phenom-

enon is a fairly reliable indicator of significant isolate ordering in the mix.

For where other institutional forms are more significant, people can

reasonably often be given reasons to provide unwelcome information.

Isolate ordering is an entirely explicable and indeed intelligent institu-

tional response to highly adverse conditions, but that response will not

sustain practices of candour on a systematic basis.

By 1962, relationships between formal and informal institutions in the

Kremlin had become distinctly strained. As is only to be expected in

what was described at the time as a highly bureaucratic state, in the

derogatory sense that that word is often used, formal institutions

remained of great importance in policymaking and judgement. Status

distinctions between members and non-members of the Praesidium

mattered. Written communications marked those differences carefully.

Yet informal rules and norms were of huge importance in governing

access to those with the greatest power and in governing the manner in

which formal institutions were actually used. Deliberative and even final

policymaking activity had steadily haemorrhaged from the Praesidium

to casually gathered small clusters around Khrushchev, turning the

Praesidium into a ratifying body. This effectively enabled informal

institutions to bypass formal ones (type 1 relationship) or at least com-

pete with them (type 3). Some informal institutions were not merely

dependent on formal ones – (type 8) as is ubiquitous in some degree in

all formal organisations – but were actually becoming parasitic on them

(type 9). This is shown clearly in the institutionalisation of Khrushchev’s

right to make decisions by proceeding from an in-principle Praesidium

authorisation immediately to summoning a stenographer and dictating

letters before his colleagues, who could do little but assent deferentially

even as their own status was thereby diminished still further. One sign of

negative feedback of isolate informal upon otherwise hierarchical formal

institutions is the steady and accepted institutionalisation of unpredict-

ability in policymaking. The chairman’s informally sanctioned power to

change his mind and so change policy – in particular, on the terms for
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settlement of the crisis – was directly linked with his practice of immedi-

ate dictation before his colleagues. Thus, isolate organisation worked

through the informal institutions to leach authority from formal ones. It

was not that Khrushchev personally created these institutional condi-

tions: he found himself unable to survive save by exploiting them.

Individualism, but subaltern to isolate ordering

Important elements of hierarchical organisation structured the Soviet

system, especially in the land-based armed forces. In the military,

throughout the crisis, initiative was limited by the need to seek author-

isation through the ranks from Moscow.

Yet individualism was not entirely absent. As Grechko’s decision to

fire on Major Anderson’s U-2 showed, there was scope for initiative, at

least in what were seen in theatre as extreme conditions. The submarine

commanders, in particular, had to make operational decisions without

instructions from Moscow, and this could have had very serious conse-

quences for the conflict. They had only political commissars to advise

them: at least one had to hand over command to the commissar for a

period (Ketov, 2005; Savranskaya, 2005). After the crisis, Mikoyan had

little choice but to operate individualistically in Havana to achieve even

the reluctant acquiescence and agreement not to obstruct the withdrawal

that he finally secured from the Cuban régime. More generally, senior

Soviet diplomats probably had greater individual discretion than many

other officials (Troyanovsky, 2000, 213).

Consider, too, the individuals involved in back-channel contacts

between the US and Soviet governments. It is possible that Aleksandr

Feklisov, KGB rezident in Washington, on 26 October was operating

with sufficiently unconstrained entrepreneurialism to have pushed

forward on his own account the possibility of a deal with the USA that

would exchange withdrawal for a non-invasion pledge (e.g. Fursenko

and Naftali, 1997, 264–265). In the absence of clear evidence, scholars

are divided about how far he was specifically authorised by the Kremlin

or Khrushchev personally. Stern (2005, 143) says that the Soviet docu-

ments declassified since 1991 indicate that Feklisov ‘was not speaking

for Khrushchev, but a special KGB operation remains a possibility’. By

contrast, Polmar and Gresham (2006, 187) refuse to believe Feklisov’s

2002 claims not to have been acting on Kremlin instructions, regarding

Feklisov instead as a Khrushchev back channel to the State Department.

Khrushchev’s son, Sergei, in his second (2000) book-length study on his

father, thinks it unlikely that the Soviet premier even knew Feklisov’s

name. Sergei believes Khrushchev probably telephoned the KGB chief,
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Semichastny, to ask him to have someone in Washington use their

contacts to sound out people in the US administration (Khrushchev,

2000, 585). Conversely, if it is true that a KGB man could become

rezident or bureau chief – the most important Soviet intelligence officer

in Washington – yet be unknown to the chairman despite previous crises,

then, indeed, social integration would have to have been weak.

To work at all, back channels had to be run by both superpower

governments. As we should expect, in 1962, the Castro régime only

trusted members of the inner circle with major diplomatic initiatives to

the Soviets; it had few informal links with the Kennedy administration in

1962: in any case, Kennedy made no use during the crisis of James

B. Donovan, his informal negotiator for the return of Brigade 2506

prisoners captured at the Bay of Pigs, not least because his firm policy

was to shut Cuba out of the diplomatic exchange (Domı́nguez, 2000).

Scali appears to have been trusted by Rusk. It is not clear that the

Kennedy administration placed much trust in Feklisov: he was not

invited to meet senior US decision-makers during the crisis. Their

conversations therefore represent only a weak case of a back channel.

Two other people did, however, act as substantial back channels between

the Soviet and US leaderships.

One was GRU intelligence officer Georgi Bolshakov, working osten-

sibly for the TASS news agency. Robert Kennedy cultivated him; indeed

he appears to have relayed information as far back as the June 1961

Vienna summit. Individualism is suggested by the fact that Bolshakov

himself and Robert Kennedy initiated the connection, not Khrushchev;

meetings were initially contrary to Bolshakov’s GRU superior’s orders

(Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 112 ff.). By August 1962, Khrushchev

actively used Bolshakov to pass messages to the Kennedys. By the height

of the crisis in October, the Washington office appears not to have

passed much to the Kremlin: Bolshakov played a very limited role

in the Cuban crisis, apart from a meeting with Charlie Bartlett, a

Democrat and journalist friend of the Kennedys, on 23 October to be

confronted with the photographic evidence of the missile sites (Fursenko

and Naftali, 1997, 251–252). But the relationship later grew in

importance.

Khrushchev’s son-in-law, Aleksei Adzhubei, had acted as a back

channel to the Kennedys during 1961, early 1962, and again in early

1963, but during the missile crisis he played no significant role. Indeed,

Adzhubei appears to have passed on mainly very general information.

His usefulness to Khrushchev consisted more in what he could report

back from his conversations with the Kennedys than in conveying

messages to them.
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In general, the Kennedys cultivated and actively used back channels

much more than did Khrushchev. They were more willing and better

able to circumvent bureaucratic procedures for the purpose than was the

Kremlin or the Washington GRU office. Khrushchev’s trusted means of

communication with the Kennedy administration were those of action,

in the form of crises and démarches, direct letters or, as at the height

of the crisis, even a public broadcast to save time. Nevertheless, the

subaltern elements of individualism did affect short-run and tactical

outcomes even in the Kremlin.

Ritual forms: meetings, conversations and rituals

of decision; communication

No tapes exist of Praesidiummeetings and conversations in Khrushchev’s

Kremlin offices. Nor are full minutes of Praesidium meetings yet publicly

available, let alone other documentation.1 This sharply limits our data on

ritual forms of meeting, conversation and communication practice in the

Khrushchev régime in 1962. We must rely on indirect, secondary sources.

Fursenko and Naftali (2003) were granted private access to full minutes.

In their (1997) book, they drew on several memoirs. Likewise, Taubman

(2003) draws upon letters, memoirs, and the available documents and

new interviews specifically conducted for his book.

At first sight, there might seem to be a tension between Taubman’s

account of meetings dominated by Khrushchev’s monologues and abrupt

decisions and an élite frightened and cowed by the chairman, and

Fursenko and Naftali’s (2003) account using Praesidium minutes, and

reporting disagreement on at least some occasions by some of his col-

leagues with some of Khrushchev’s proposals. Alekseev and Mikoyan

both demurred from the deployment decision, but did not press their

case (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 179–180). Troyanovsky tried to argue

against the deployment, but Khrushchev would not let him finish (Taub-

man, 2003, 546).

Certainly, the Soviet élite feared Khrushchev much less than they had

Stalin and Beria. Nonetheless, there is plenty of evidence of fawning

deference to Khrushchev’s ideas from, for example, Malinovsky during

the debate about whether Castro would accept missiles (Fursenko and

Naftali, 1997, 179–180). Throughout the crisis, decisions were recorded

as usual as unanimous. Moreover, ‘decisions’ made at Praesidium meet-

ings in many cases often did little more than provide authority for actions

already initiated and authorised by Khrushchev.

The two letters to Kennedy on 26 and 27 October were certainly the

chairman’s initiatives. Two or even three letters during the crisis week
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were dictated to a stenographer with members of the Praesidium simply

listening. During a recess in the 20 May Praesidium meeting on the

decision to deploy the missiles, Khrushchev was informed of a ‘hitch’ in

obtaining signatures from party secretaries. He told Colonel-General

Semyon Ivanov, an aide, ‘Never mind, now they will sign.’ A special

meeting was called with Khrushchev personally, at which the signatures

were elicited and unanimous approval recorded (Fursenko and Naftali,

1997, 181).

Sometimes, Khrushchev’s control of the ritual order would consist in

his commanding assistants to read out quite lengthy documents to

the assembled leadership. In the 27 October Praesidium meeting at

Novo-Ogaryovo, it fell to Troyanovsky, not for the first time, to recite

the latest communications from Washington: the chairman then invited

brief comments from his colleagues before delivering his views as the

final decision (Khrushchev, 2000, 621–623).

In less formal meetings with aides and staff, Khrushchev’s style was

marked by lengthy monologues which no one seemed able to interrupt.

Even his children report him being by turns ranting and peremptory and

abrupt (Taubman, 2003, 365). At the 20 May meeting approving the

missile deployment, Khrushchev defended his decision to deploy at

length, permitting no interruptions (Taubman, 2003, 543).

The ritual order by which uncomfortable information based on inde-

pendent expertise had to be presented to Khrushchev and the Praesid-

ium provides a revealing test. In hierarchical contexts, independent

expertise would have a warranted status. In enclaved ones, it would

have to justify itself in ideological and principled terms. In an isolate

organisation, we should expect it to be subject to zero-sum competition

for relative gains, and blame imposition or avoidance. On 23 October,

a major issue facing the Soviet leadership was how to implement

Khrushchev’s decision to run the US blockade. The chairman had

ordered the submarines to accompany the ships to Cuba undetected.

Fursenko and Naftali (2003, 477–480) describe how Defence Minister

Malinovsky, a decorated hero of many wars but a landlubber, never

seems to have told Khrushchev that the submarines were noisy, diesel-

powered ones which needed to surface to recharge batteries, that they

might be visible from the air in the shallow waters of the Caribbean, and

that they would have to travel slowly to avoid damage in such shallow

waters and would have the greatest difficulty even in taking evasive action,

let alone in proceeding undetected. Malinovsky deferentially assured the

leadership that Khrushchev’s instructions would be implemented. It was

left to Mikoyan to lay a trap for Malinovsky in the Praesidium by

suggesting that they hear a presentation from Admiral Gorshkov, which
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exposed Malinovsky’s position as either incompetent or merely fawning.

In the following days, however, it is far from clear that revised instruc-

tions were effectively given to submarine commanders, and Khrushchev

subsequently seemed more interested in blame than any other aspect of

the issue.

With the exception of the first, Khrushchev’s crisis letters to Kennedy

were reproachful, hectoring, bitter, rambling, ranting and long. In Prae-

sidium meetings after the apparent settlement on 28 October, the chair-

man’s principal preoccupations were to claim credit for avoiding

thermonuclear war and securing Cuba from invasion, and to devolve

blame for the evident failures to others. Indeed, bitter anger and blame

devolution characterised Khrushchev’s performances from the October

crisis until his removal from office in 1964 (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997,

2003; Taubman, 2003). He blamed the Cubans for the shooting down of

the American U-2 plane, though he knew Soviet troops were respon-

sible. He denounced ‘idiots’ on all sides for the months of haggling

over the settlement. Colonel-General Semyon P. Ivanov, chief of the

operations department of the Soviet general staff and responsible for

directing the planning of Operation Anadyr, was fired. The Praesidium

was induced to sign off to an investigation into intelligence failures

meant to lead to more heads rolling (Taubman, 2003, 579). On 20

October in full Praesidium, Khrushchev bluntly told Malinovsky, ‘You

blew it’ (meaning Operation Anadyr), and would not hear the marshal’s

defence, ordering him to sit down: ‘There is nothing to say’ (Taubman,

2003, 561).

While Khrushchev’s self-exculpatory blame could be ferocious, it

showed the inconsistency expected of isolate organisation. Thus, the

military men who decided to shoot down Major Anderson’s U-2 on

27 October were mildly reprimanded, and their careers were unaffected,

despite very nearly provoking the USA into major retaliation and escal-

ation of the conflict by their insubordination.

As far as can be discerned from Fursenko and Naftali (2003), inter-

ventions reported in Praesidium minutes were more strongly role-bound

than was the case in ExComm, except where speaking in deferential

agreement with Khrushchev gave members authority to comment on

matters beyond their brief. In general, Mikoyan addressed foreign policy

matters and Malinovsky the military ones, except when Malinovsky felt

moved on 20 May to declare that Castro could not, in loyalty to the

Soviet state as leader of the communist cause, refuse the missiles, now

that Khrushchev had obviously made up his mind.

Even in public speech, Khrushchev’s rhetorical style was famously

earthy, anecdotal and reliant on parables and coarse expression.
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His language about theCubanmissile crisis was consistently colourful – for

example, ‘Why don’t we drop a hedgehog down Uncle Sam’s pants?’ and

‘Now we can swat your ass.’

The ritual order of Kremlin conversation and Praesidium meetings

reinforced the negative rites which temporarily protected Khrushchev’s

structural position. It helped to cultivate emotions of fear and practices

of deference, and reinforced incentives for limiting flows of information.

It also reinforced Khrushchev’s own decision-making style by blocking

and deflecting possible challenges. The ritual order also helped to sustain

the chairman’s own emotional commitment to his decisions.

The patterns of information rejection sustained by the ritual style

were especially consequential in limiting the space for deliberative

anticipation of possible strategic consequences and development of

fallback positions. Indeed, it was not only Khrushchev whose style of

judgement exhibited little anticipation of possible outcomes of proposed

actions: KGB intelligence reports were similarly weak (Fursenko and

Naftali, 1998). This weakness of anticipation reflected the prevailing

climate within the Kremlin of what was thinkable and acceptable where

agencies had limited independent authority and less trust.

These facts provide graphic evidence of the importance of isolate

ritual and rhetorical practice in Khrushchev’s own performance in Prae-

sidium and other meetings in 1962. This is not to deny the importance

of the other hierarchical strand in the way in which the armed forces

were represented within the core executive, or the more individualistic

relations with back channels, but the political élite clearly exhibited

mainly isolate-hierarchical organisation in October 1962.

It is perhaps not surprising that when Khrushchev’s subordinates on

the Praesidium finally summoned the courage to remove him in 1964, his

colleagues had shifted into fully enclaved informal organisation. Their

frustration had given rise to one of the few periods when a plot could

briefly sustain enclaved organisation. Only when all other institutions

had produced disorganisation, could the constraints and divisions be

sufficiently overcome to enable the Praesidium members to trust each

other. The ritual order of accusations at that fateful Praesidium meeting

was that of a full charivari, a litany of blame and accusation followed by

exclusion.

Isolate political judgement: reasons and goals

The next few sections show, first, that Kremlin judgement style in the

crisis was consistent with the centrality of isolate ordering against a foil of

hierarchy, with individualism driven to the periphery. Second, they
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explore the causal importance of institutions and ritual order in cultivat-

ing that style of judgement. Third, they argue that the strong external

constraints upon the Soviet Union, the strong internal constraints

passed on by the constrained isolate leader himself and the weak inte-

gration of the Soviet leadership are reflected in the strongly constrained

and weakly integrated structure of classification, framing and issue

linkage produced during the crisis.

The debate is seemingly unending about why Khrushchev decided

between late April and early May 1962 to deploy strategic nuclear

missiles in Cuba. Castro had not asked for them. Cuba had not until

recently been a major preoccupation of Soviet foreign policy. Deterring a

US invasion could have been achieved with conventional weapons.

Khrushchev presumably realised that the USA would probably discover

the missiles before his hoped-for public revelation of a fait accompli,

perhaps planned forNovember.Moreover,Mikoyan and evenTroyanovsky

warned him that American reaction would be very hostile indeed.

The main candidate reasons for action have been narrowed down to

the suggestions that the deployment was intended (Allison and Zelikow,

1999; Garthoff, 1988; Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 2003; Taubman,

2003):

(1) to deter the Kennedy administration from launching an invasion of

Cuba;

(2) to reduce American prestige in international affairs, by creating an

unwelcome fait accompli that the USA would have to accept;

(3) to shift the balance of strategic nuclear weapons to one more

favourable to the Soviet Union;

(4) to deceive the Kennedy administration into believing that the Soviet

Union possessed more intercontinental ballistic missiles than it did;

(5) to boost the Soviet government’s flagging domestic popularity

following its series of domestic and foreign policy failures;

(6) to provide the Soviet Union with an asset that could be bargained

away in exchange for US concessions over Berlin, US Jupiter mis-

siles in Turkey or Italy, or other US bases in Iran or even Japan or

South-east Asia;

(7) to give the Cuban government and perhaps other client govern-

ments in what was then called the Third World reasons to continue

to show loyalty to the Soviet Union rather than turning to China for

support; and/or

(8) to distract the Kennedy administration from another intended

Soviet démarche in another strategic sphere, although this was not,

in the event, undertaken.
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Of these, the recent literature gives more credence to the first three

reasons than the others, although it is true that in the months before

October, Khrushchev appeared to be cranking up another crisis over

Berlin, and indeed his government’s popularity at home was particularly

low after poor economic performance.

Just because none of these hypotheses is alone sufficient to account for

Khrushchev’s decision, it does not follow that none had any weight

(Fursenko and Naftali, 1997; Taubman, 2003). Almost all (with the

possible exception of the last) seem to have had something to do with

the decision. However, the relationship between reasons, goals and

actions chosen both in deployment and in the final settlement was and

remained loose. For example, secrecy in deployment was not necessarily

the best means of pursuing these objectives. Indeed, in September 1962,

Che Guevara and Emilio Aragonés Navarro made the case to Khrush-

chev himself for entirely open deployment, perhaps even bringing Cuba

into the Warsaw Pact. They proposed that Khrushchev should publicly

make the argument that the Soviet Union had the right to assist an ally

under imminent threat, suggesting that this would be politically much

more difficult for the Kennedy administration to handle than would the

deception, once discovered (Blight and Welch, 1989, 333–334). As for

the seventh reason, even Khrushchev admitted in a less than vainglori-

ous passage of his memoirs (2007 [1999], 342) that Castro, in disgust at

Khrushchev’s withdrawal of the missiles, did indeed begin to turn to

Mao’s China.

Khrushchev’s own writings (1971, 2007 [1999]) always emphasised

the first objective. He claimed to have been sure, after the failure of the

Bay of Pigs adventure, that the USA would invade Cuba (Khrushchev,

2007 [1999], 320–325). Yet even Khrushchev did not really argue that

the conventional arms build-up was demonstrably insufficient to achieve

that goal. After all, after the missiles were withdrawn, the Soviet

Union left a brigade in Cuba as a ‘tripwire’, justified on precisely the

argument that a US invasion that confronted even a small convention-

ally armed Soviet force would thereby risk escalation into general war

with the Soviet Union. Moreover, only when the USA discovered the

missiles was the option of invasion considered more seriously than it

had been at any time since the Bay of Pigs. Between the Bay of Pigs

and October 1962, Cuban and Soviet intelligence agencies provided

different assessments of the likelihood of American invasion of the

island. Soviet intelligence advised the Cubans that a US invasion was

likely and imminent during this period, while Cuban intelligence thought

the threat low and, until the missile deployment, perhaps actually

reducing; Cuban intelligence services concluded that the Soviets were
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deliberately exaggerating the threat assessment to justify the missile

deployment (Amuchastegui, 1998, 96–97).

Much ink has been spilled over the question of how important the

‘strategic balance’ was to Khrushchev or his colleagues. Despite his

memoir reference to the balance of power, Khrushchev did not

seem to have in mind Waltz’ (1979) concept of balancing alliances: the

informal alliance with Cuba was already complete before the missile

deployment, and Warsaw Pact membership was never offered. Was his

meaning closer to what Walt would later (1985) call the ‘balance of

threat’, meaning the comparison between the superpowers’ military

offensive and defensive capabilities and intentions? Certainly, literal

matching of missile numbers was not a key objective. As McNamara

pointed out in the ExComm debates, the Cuban deployment did noth-

ing about the absolute numbers of warheads reflected in the ‘missile gap’

in the USA’s favour. Even much later Soviet nuclear doctrine sought to

define (in Khrushchev’s period, there was no such military definition) a

concept of equilibrium, which specifically avoided the requirement for

matching numbers of warheads (Mahoney, 1990, 402). Moreover, when

Khrushchev was interested in relative warhead ratios, he spoke of

‘nuclear supremacy’, meaning a favourable imbalance (e.g. 2007

[1999], 339). Perhaps strategic balance meant the proportion of the

antagonist country’s land mass that could be reached by a nuclear first

strike, assuming that the ballistic technology operated to its full capability.

That would be closer to Walt’s later concept. If so, then if the Soviets had

completed the deployment, they could, without using submarine-launched

missiles, which were not then widely available, reach most parts of

the USA. Although the Cuba-based missiles could not reach Seattle, the

north-western USA could be reached by Soviet missiles in Siberia. Never-

theless, drawing radii on maps, or even the military business of nuclear

attack and defence, did not seem to have been a central element in

Khrushchev’s thinking. The invasion threat to Cuba mattered, but it was

a rather separate reason for deployment from this one, and the Soviet

conventional build-up might well have sufficed to deter it. Some writers

have resorted to a notion of the ‘psychological’ balance. This is a vague

idea, but it captures the importance that Khrushchev attached to relative

prestige and to equality in emotional level of fear between the USA and

Soviet Union about the vulnerablity of their cities to attack (rather than the

objective probability of such an attack). Probably the balance of short-term

prestige mattered more to him than any balance of military prowess, even

in Walt’s sense.

In his (2007 [1999], 325–326) memoirs, for example, Khrushchev

writes of the possibility that even after a US air strike on the missile sites,
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if one or two missiles left after the attack were fired upon New York,

there would be vast devastation. Anticipation of this in the USA would,

he claims, both put the USA in a position similar to that which he

sometimes represents Soviet citizens as being in, and, almost inciden-

tally, served as a deterrent to invasion of Cuba.

This makes better sense of Khrushchev’s ‘taste of their own medicine’

remark about the proximity of bases than does any concept of a strategic

balance in Cold War nuclear doctrine. Khrushchev’s memoirs are unre-

liable in various respects, and were certainly written in self-exculpation

after his fall from power. Therefore, arguments from them to what his

true thinking must have been in 1962 require qualification or support

from other sources. However, we do have other indications from his

remarks at the time. His remark to Udall about ‘swat[ting] your ass’ and

the other to Malinovsky about the ‘hedgehog down Uncle Sam’s pants’

and his comment on US pre-eminence that ‘It is time their long arms

were cut shorter’, all indicate his concern more with degrading Ameri-

can prestige and dignity than with instrumental objectives. Khrushchev’s

memoirs provide another statement of the ‘hedgehog’ and ‘own medi-

cine’ rationales (2007 [1999], 339–340):

Actually what we were trying to achieve was to have America shake itself out of its
sleep and for its leadership to get a feeling of what war actually is, to realise it was
standing on the threshold of war, and therefore that it should not go over the
brink, that a military confrontation should be avoided.

These are all examples of the pursuit of relative rather than absolute

gains. To be sure, Khrushchev’s foreign policy generally encompassed

the pursuit of some absolute gains, or at least the defence of existing

absolute gains. His decision in 1956 to send the tanks back into Budapest,

having promised withdrawal, can be seen in that light. Nevertheless,

by the 1960s, many of the crises he induced with the USA and in particu-

lar those over Berlin and Cuba on which he expended the greatest

political attention and political capital, were ones in which relative gains,

either for the USSR or for the socialist bloc, were more important than

absolute ones.

In isolate contexts and especially for isolates who are structural

despots, this is an intelligible strategy. Limited capacity for trusting

others reduces their confidence in their ability to secure any absolute

gains other than temporarily. Strong constraint limits the scope for their

achievement in the first place. The inherent instability in the isolate

structural despots’ hold on office requires them to pursue gains in

short-term prestige. Opportunistically seizing relative gains may help

to shore up that fragile prestige. Again, the style of political judgement
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reflects the underlying social organisation of the decision-makers’ social

and political relations and the institutions that shape those relations.

However, as we should expect of an isolate, in 1962 Khrushchev seems

to have pursued none of his eight putative aims for the deployment with

consistency. Mikoyan and Troyanovsky warned that, after the missiles

were discovered, invasion of Cuba would be more rather than less likely.

Given the pressures of public, media and congressional opinion, the USA

was never realistically likely, even under Kennedy, to accept the missiles

as a fait accompli. If Khrushchev thought otherwise, then he could only

have assumed that Kennedy’s position was structurally similar to his

own. Khrushchev had had to accept the strong external constraint of

the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations’ decisions to deploy

nuclear missiles in Turkey, but the Soviet government could impose

sufficient internal constraint upon critics domestically that the accept-

ance would be sustainable. Kennedy’s position was neither so externally

constrained nor so (temporarily) capable of imposing internal constraints

as the isolate Soviet leader. AsMcNamara repeatedly argued in ExComm

and as Kennedy would accept, the deployment changed the domestic

politics more than the international nuclear realities.

Even at the height of the crisis, Khrushchev did not consistently make

any demands about either Berlin or Turkey, beyond picking up on

Walter Lippmann’s mid-crisis article and perhaps some KGB sugges-

tions about Turkey only very late, in his famous ‘second letter’. True, he

had complained about the US missiles in Turkey during the June 1961

Vienna summit. At various times during the 1950s, he personally, his

diplomats and the Soviet press had complained about the deployment in

Turkey; once or twice, he had hinted at an analogy with Cuba (Nash,

1997, 92–116). On the other hand, their removal was never a central and

certainly not the priority demand for Khrushchev. When he complained

that the Soviet Union was surrounded by hostile nuclear missile bases,

Khrushchev mentioned Italy, even Iran or occasionally Japan. The

Turkish deployment was not uniquely singled out. In any case, Cigli

accommodated fewer than half the number of missiles at the southern

Italian bases. Cigli was nearer to the Soviet Union than Bari. But the

number of minutes’ difference in warning and the additional depth of

territorial reach of the missiles in Turkey were negligible critical military

considerations in the event of war. Khrushchev knew that Jupiter

missiles were obsolete. Because they were immobile, they would be easy

targets for Soviet attack in the event of war. In the fifteen months after

Vienna, Turkey had not been at the forefront of Soviet foreign policy.

Moscow grumbled about the deployment in Turkey from time to time,

but the Kennedy administration quite reasonably concluded that the
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Jupiters at Cigli were much lower down their antagonists’ list of priorities

than were Berlin, Laos, Vietnam, Egypt and Congo.

Nor, during the crisis, did Khrushchev order even a blockade of West

Berlin to answer the blockade of Cuba, let alone attempt to overrun it. In

May, he probably had few reasons to fear that Castro would turn to

China any time soon. The Cuban deployment would not realistically be

expected to influence South-East Asian communist insurgents in any

choice between Beijing and Moscow. Nor did Khrushchev seek to use

the Cuban deployment in this way. The secrecy of Operation Anadyr

prevented him from doing so before the October crisis anyway. More-

over, as Allison and Zelikow (1999 [1971]) stress, if Khrushchev had

been pursuing the withdrawal of the missiles from Turkey, he would have

made that demand much earlier; likewise, if his objectives were really

about advantage in South-East Asia, he would have deployed military

resources there and made explicit demands about Vietnam.

In short, the relationship between reasons for action and practical

goals in Khrushchev’s conduct over the Cuban adventure was only

loosely structured. That might not have mattered had events and his

opponents’ strategy not forced out that looseness of structure. Against a

different opponent, or even with modest changes of his own strategy, he

might have been able to prevent that loosely structured relationship

between reasons and goals from working to his own and to the Soviet

Union’s disadvantage.

Risk stance in the domain of losses

Khrushchev’s personal position and the Soviet Union’s position were, by

summer 1962, deeply in the domain of losses. At the 1987 Hawks’ Cay

conference, Taubman described Khrushchev as ‘desperate for a success’

(emphasis in the original: Blight andWelch, 1989, 36).His 1993 biography

of the Soviet leader describes the Cuban deployment as an attempt at a

‘cure-all’ for the parlous condition of Khrushchev’s leadership. Domestic-

ally, the régime was in deep trouble. Economic performance was poor and

sometimes disastrous.Khrushchev’s campaigns formoremaize-growing in

agriculture produced absurdities and distortions. Attempts to raise prices

led to protests in spring and summer 1962. Khrushchev had sent troops

under Pliyev, who would go on to command the Cuban mission; those

troops actually fired upon strikers and protesters in Novocherkassk in the

Caucasus. There was discontent in themilitary aboutKhrushchev’s cuts in

conventional arms and staffing to support a missile programme that was

producing neither great technical successes in delivery systems nor large

numbers of warheads. To add insult to injury, in recent years, fiscal
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constraints meant that even the missile programme budget had to be cut.

The Communist Party was obstructing Khrushchev’s reforms to split the

organisation into distinct branches.

After being damaged by accusations from the hardliners in the 1950s

that he was ‘appeasing’ the West (Troyanovsky, 2000), Khrushchev’s

brinkmanship over Berlin had briefly restored some domestic respect for

his apparent toughness. Although Khrushchev felt that he was at the

peak of his powers at the 1961 Vienna summit (Zubok and Pleshakov,

1996, 241–242), none of his subsequent crisis-making and brinkman-

ship had paid off. The missile gap with the USA had been exposed

internationally. For all his bluster about signing a peace treaty with East

Germany and squeezing the allies out of Berlin, he was unable to deliver

on these threats. His adventures in Africa and South-East Asia had

achieved little. Indeed, in May 1962, when the USA deployed troops

into Laos through Thailand, Khrushchev’s inability to prevent this and

to protect the Pathet Lao were seen as a disgrace for him (Fursenko and

Naftali, 2003, 433). Mao had humiliated Khrushchev on his visit to

China, and Beijing was pouring scorn on Soviet communism, its inter-

national strategy and its inability to support socialist movements in

developing countries. By 1962, many African and Asian communist

movements increasingly looked to Mao’s China for practical resources

and even a measure of protection. The Kremlin did indeed believe that

the USA still intended to invade Cuba, despite the failure at the Bay of

Pigs in the previous year (Blight and Welch, 1989). Internationally and

at home among those who knew about the events, Khrushchev’s erratic

behaviour on his visit to the USA and his infamous shoe-banging at the

UN were widely seen as ridiculous. Even the Soviet policy in Cuba was

hardly going well in early 1962. The Soviets had long been more closely

allied to Anibal Escalante than to the Castros. After Castro effectively

forced Escalante to resign his posts and to leave Cuba for the USSR in

the spring of 1962, Soviet–Cuban relations, already fragile after the

forcing out of Kudryavtsev as ambassador, reached a new low.

For all the public obsequiousness of party officials and the mechanical

obedience of the Praesidium members, Khrushchev’s position by 1962,

in a state that had seen a series of leaders overthrown since Stalin’s death,

looked fragile. Khrushchev survived in power almost two more years

after the Cuban crisis. That fact cannot be explained by his colleagues’

admiration for any concrete policy successes in the 1960s. Rather, it

reflected the lack of available alternatives and the degree of fear among

the rest of the leadership of another failure like that of the 1957–8 coup

and, indeed, of the risk of turmoil that might follow success in removing

Khrushchev.
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Prospect theory has been used to explain Khrushchev’s actions, but

the explanation is not very satisfying. For example, Haas (2001) argues

that before the October crisis, both Kennedy and Khrushchev were

operating ‘in the domain of losses’. Both had suffered diplomatic defeats

at each other’s hands and as a result of their own mistakes. Both faced

domestic criticism. Should general war break out, both countries would

obviously lose. This led both leaders, he argues, to be averse to the

prospect of further losses and willing to engage in very great risk-taking

to avoid those anticipated further setbacks.

The problem is that this argument posits an equivalence between

Kennedy and Khrushchev that is simply not borne out by the evidence.

At no point in 1962 did Kennedy initiate any adventure as risky as

Operation Anadyr was for Khrushchev; the reactive risk-bearing of the

blockade is simply not a comparable decision. Indeed, the previous

year’s fiasco at the Bay of Pigs caused Kennedy consciously to seek to

learn to make decisions by different processes, engaging in more careful

anticipation of risks and opponents’ responses. By contrast, Khrushchev

did, in his (2007 [1999], 328) memoirs, provide a clear argument that

risk-seeking in the domain of losses could be, in his and the Soviet

Union’s position, rational:

If we allowed ourselves to be paralysed by fear, war was bound to come in any
case. Your enemy can sense it immediately if you’re afraid of the threat of war. . .
By showing your fear and constantly yielding and making concessions, you
stimulate your enemy’s appetite, so that he would abandon all caution and no
longer have any sense that there was a brink beyond which a world war would
become inevitable. . . If an unfavourable situation develops, you have to retreat.
But if your retreat is the beginning of the end of your capacity for resistance, then
it’s better to risk everything.

An editorial footnote reports that in the original, Khrushchev here

quotes a Russian proverb which means roughly, ‘In the eyes of the world,

even death can be noble.’ This, the footnote says, has a similar meaning

to the expression, ‘It’s better to die on your feet than live on your

knees’ (Khrushchev, 2007 [1999], 358, n. 25). In combining an argu-

ment from self-respect or prestige with an instrumental argument,

Khrushchev states the rationale for his risk-seeking strategy in the

domain of losses, in a way that is quite unlike the thinking of anyone in

Kennedy’s administration.

Prospect theory’s prediction of great risk-taking in the domain of

losses is not entirely false, but it is an excessive generalisation from one

particular institutional context, and it is no help in explaining just which

risks people will choose to initiate or react with. To understand this, we

need to consider Khrushchev’s need to look for a risk that would impose
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the greatest relative losses on the USA, especially to its prestige, and

bring the greatest relative gains to Khrushchev personally. To that end,

Cuba provided a much better opportunity than did Vietnam or even

Berlin. For a fresh démarche on Berlin would only give the East

Germans even more leverage over the Soviet Union, while one in

Vietnam risked deepening the competition with Beijing in territory

where Soviet support had to pass first through China.

Again, the Banfields’ (1958) study of Calabrian peasants in the town

of Montegrano provides a simple example of why this strategy is an

intelligible and rational response to the isolate condition. The Monte-

granesi were subaltern rather than despotic isolates, but this does not

affect the basic rationale: they too were strongly externally constrained

and weakly bonded. The Banfields show that, in deep poverty and facing

unpredictable but frequent lurches of economic condition between bare

adequacy, occasional utter destitution and infrequent, temporary and

fragile good luck, peasants could not typically hope to sustain annual

expenditures below annual incomes. Eating seed corn, borrowing large

sums secured against the following year’s income, hoping Micawberishly

that something would turn up or that the creditor might ‘carry’ them a

little longer, and borrowing large sums to try to marry a daughter off to

someone wealthier who might then be pressured for money, are all

entirely explicable tactics of short-term opportunism in those circum-

stances. In deep adversity, and without reliable allies, taking the risk of

crippling debt for a low probability, high-yield outcome such as marry-

ing a daughter to a richer husband or, in the worst years, just avoiding

starvation, is entirely intelligible.

Khrushchev’s position was by no means so extreme as that of the

Montegranesi peasantry. By definition, the Soviet Union was a superpower

with options, and its core executive was indeed a hybrid of institutional

forms other than isolate ordering. Nevertheless, the similarities in the

institutional context and in the judgement style are clear. Khrushchev

was not entirely bluffing when he wrote to Kennedy in 1961 that he

could not retreat very far because ‘there is a precipice behind me’, as his

eventual deposition in 1964 showed. The prior and institutionalised

commitment to superpower status as the only available survival strategy

pushed Soviet military expenditure to high levels but still did not suffice

to narrow the missile gap. Soviet military spending was eating the seed

corn too. Khrushchev too used very similar words to those which made

Dickens’ Mr Micawber the icon of living by day-by-day coping strategies,

and without strategic anticipation, contingency planning or developed

fallback options.2 In November 1958, as another crisis over Berlin was

brewing, Sergei Khrushchev asked his father what would happen if the
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West did not meet Soviet demands by the time his latest ultimatum ran

out. In Taubman’s translation (but compare Benson’s in Khrushchev,

2000, 305):

Father gave me no clear answer. He intended to act in accord with circumstances
and depending on our partners’ reactions. He hoped to give them a good scare
and thereby extract their agreement to negotiate.

When Sergei asked what he would do if negotiations failed, Khrushchev

replied, ‘with a note of irritation in his voice’,

Then we’ll try something else. Something will always turn up. (Taubman,
2003, 399)3

Reducing American prestige and bluffing about the size of the Soviet

nuclear arsenal make much more sense as reasons for the Cuban deploy-

ment, for a leader as deep in the domain of losses as Khrushchev was.

They even make sense of the decision to risk deception.

However, prospect theory can make rather less sense of the timing or

manner of Khrushchev’s significant return to caution during the crisis

week after Kennedy’s broadcast. The decision to run the blockade may

have been a continuation of the gamble. Others, such as the order to the

ships still in the Atlantic to halt and his final two letters that led to the

withdrawal, exhibit much greater caution.

A central puzzle about Khrushchev’s political judgement at the height

of the crisis has always been the relationship between the two letters

offering different terms for resolution. The letter dated the 26th

appeared, albeit rather vaguely and without commitment to specifics,

to offer withdrawal in return for an American undertaking not to invade

Cuba, while the second, more formal letter demanded American

withdrawal of the Jupiter missiles from Turkey, and the second was

broadcast, the public character of which caused even graver difficulties

for the USA with its Mediterranean ally, in addition to the acute puzzle-

ment in ExComm. Finally, the decision was made to employ what came

to be known as the ‘Trollope ploy’ by replying to the first letter dated the

26th (after the tendency of some heroines of Trollope’s novels to treat

what might be much less serious invitations as offers of marriage) while

largely ignoring the second (for qualifications, see Stern, 2009). This

was bolstered by sending Robert Kennedy to see Dobrynin to say that

the Jupiters would indeed be removed in due course but that if the

Soviets ever said anything in public to that effect, then the deal would

immediately be void.

Speculation about what Khrushchev intended and about the rela-

tionship between the two letters still continues.4 At the 25 October
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Praesidium meeting, Khrushchev proposed withdrawal in exchange

for a pledge not to invade Cuba (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 483,

citing privately accessed Praesidium minutes). The idea for the terms

of a resolution floated by Feklisov with Scali on the 26th did not

include the withdrawal of the Turkish deployment (Fursenko and

Naftali, 2003, 485). Sergei writes that before the first letter was sent

the following morning his father actually deleted draft demands

about the Turkish and Italian missiles from the first letter. He suggests

that the chairman regarded Lippmann’s newspaper article and

Austrian Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky’s suggestion of a withdrawal

of the missiles from Turkey as an indication that the USA was signal-

ling through third parties that it would accept these terms, leaving the

Soviets needing only to demand a US guarantee that it would not

invade Cuba. He argues that the decision to make the demand in the

second letter was entirely opportunistic (Khrushchev, 2000, 595). In

composing the second letter, Khrushchev drew on the discarded draft

of the first letter, but he had already demanded the guarantee of

Cuba’s security from American invasion in the letter already sent

(Khrushchev, 2000, 596).

What had happened in the Kremlin between the sending of the

first and second letters that the Turkish demand should be brought

forward in the second? Each historian reconstructs the chronology

slightly differently but the main possibilities are the following:

The news arrived in the Kremlin of the shooting down of Major

Anderson’s U-2 surveillance plane. Khrushchev was certainly

displeased that the Soviet lower- and middle-ranking generals

had acted in this way, apparently more in compliance with

Cuban preferences than with the Kremlin’s. He may have

become a little more concerned about the Kremlin’s capacity

to control the front-line soldiers.

Khrushchev was given a copy of and read Lippmann’s article

either later on Friday, the 26th, or early on the 27th, Moscow

time (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 487–488), and came to

believe that it represented a hint from the Kennedy adminis-

tration (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 488; Khrushchev, 2000,

596). Khrushchev may have thought on the Friday that the

hawks in the US military had more control over US policy-

making than the president, but either that had been wrong or

else civilian control must have been reasserted, because the

expected invasion had not been mounted (Fursenko and

Naftali, 1997, 274).
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Having slept in the office on the Friday night (Sergei Khrushchev,

2000, 590), Khrushchev persuaded himself that the danger

of US invasion was slightly less either than it had been on

the Friday or than he had believed it was when he wrote

the first letter (Taubman, 2003, 569), not least because the

invasion had not transpired on the Friday (Fursenko and

Naftali, 1997, 274).

It is just possible that he may also have received reports from

Soviet agents in Washington who had heard US journalists

discussing the idea of a resolution involving the withdrawal of

the Jupiters (Taubman, 2003, 568–570).

Castro’s letter, written on the 26th and interpreted by Khrushchev as

urging him to launch a pre-emptive strike on the US mainland, was

received in the Kremlin on the 28th (Taubman, 2003, 573). In that case,

it arrived after the second letter had already been despatched but before

Kennedy’s reply had been agreed, let alone sent. Khrushchev certainly

had no intention of doing any such thing, but Taubman reports the Soviet

premier to have been shaken by it (2003, 572). On many occasions,

Khrushchev would say, ‘Any fool can start a war’ (e.g. Fursenko and

Naftali, 1997, 178; Khrushchev, 2007 [1999], 325, again at 337, 342 and

elsewhere). He commented, ‘It is one thing to threaten with nuclear

weapons, quite another to use them’ (Khrushchev, 2000, 565). The

Cuban leader’s reckless intervention may have reinforced Khrushchev’s

decision to accept Kennedy’s terms when he received them later on the

Saturday. However, he did make one more attempt to raise the issue of the

Turkish missiles to ask for a formal commitment, in a letter that Dobrynin

tried to hand toRobertKennedy.The attorney-general refused to accept it.

Khrushchev’s acceptance and commitment to ‘dismantle . . . crate and

return’ the missiles arrived in Washington on Sunday, the 29th, at 9 am

(Taubman, 2003, 577).

One can take the view that Khrushchev was in control of his emotions

during these few days, as his son has argued (2000). Alternatively, it is

possible to argue that the Soviet leader panicked, perhaps reinforced by

the junior foreign minister Vasili Kuznetzov’s subsequent coarse sum-

mary of this view, to the effect that ‘Khrushchev shit his pants’ (Zubok

and Pleshakov, 1996, 266 ff.), especially on hearing of the detail of theUS

invasion plans on Friday morning, 26 October (Taubman, 2003, 568);

Kuznetzov is thought to have been with Khrushchev on the Friday night

(Zubok and Pleshakov, 1996, 266–267). A milder version of that view,

but shifted back by two or three days to the 23rd and 24th, would be that

proposed by Dobrynin, that Khrushchev was confused and attempting
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to cover the factwith defiant statements (Taubman, 2003, 564).Whichever

is correct, any of these accounts would reinforce the probability that he

was improvising, trying to extricate himself from the Cuban crisis but

with some shred of dignity, grasping at what seemed like opportunities.

However, by the 26th, he was unable to make much use whatever leverage

he had originally hoped the deployment would have given him, without

incurring much greater losses from an invasion of Cuba and direct attacks

on Soviet troops there. That would force escalation towards a general

war that he presumably knew the Soviet Union could not win. It seems

likely that he had concluded that he could not sustain the risk-seeking

strategy any deeper into the domain of losses, and had to retreat into some

muchmore risk-averse tactics.

It is not uncommon for writers to describe Khrushchev as guilty of

‘wishful thinking’. A recently declassified CIA report (1964) gives great

emphasis to this claim. By wishful thinking, we usually mean the

systematic effect of distorting beliefs about the probabilities of events,

raising likelihoods of benign outcomes above those which the evidence

available would warrant. Probably, indeed, Khrushchev was guilty of

this in some of his decisions in the Cuban missile crisis. But is this an

explanation? Most people, some of the time at least, are subject to

fallacies of this kind. But not always. Why sometimes and not others?

In Khrushchev’s case, one could equally well argue that the decision

to send the first letter, offering settlement but without demanding a

reciprocal concession on any US missile bases, could be explained by

the reverse of wishful thinking – namely, a pessimistic bias. A meth-

odological risk to be avoided is to use constants – for example, general

claims about the vulnerabilities of human reasoning – selectively to

explain variance – such as quite specific patterns of misperception.

Unfortunately, there is a common pattern in some social psychological

writing of picking out particular errors and attributing them to quite

general human tendencies to commit particular fallacies or to rely on

particular heuristics, without adequately explaining why those tendencies

should be triggered, activated or exacerbated in some circumstances

rather than others (e.g. Fischer, 1998). The escape route used in such

cases is for the analyst to claim that the mechanism is a stochastic or

‘sometimes true’ one (Elster, 1998), but unless some factors are identified

that raise probabilities significantly in very particular circumstances, this

adds little authority to the explanation.

A degree of inconsistency in willingness to bear risk is precisely what

we expect from structural isolates, when gambles do not pay off. Shifting

strategy from risk-seeking to risk-aversion is entirely intelligible. In the

domain of losses, sooner or later, every losing gambler quits. What is
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particular to structural isolates is that they will do this opportunistically,

improvising in response to events. By October, Khrushchev, for all his

bluster, was once again in the most short-term coping mode. This

reflects his limited options, the limited credibility of a threat to continue

the gamble, and the weaknesses of alliances, or, put another way, his

strongly constrained and weakly bonded position.

The Kennedy administration’s response ensured that Khrushchev’s

two letters achieved neither Khrushchev’s original objectives nor even

the new objectives, settled upon by Friday, the 26th, of extrication with

dignity and concessions. But it is misguided to dismiss Khrushchev’s two

letters as evidence of irrationality or emotionally driven thinking. This

becomes clear if we admit a full set of institutional facts into the explan-

ation, and not only lack of resources such as information or time. Under

these isolate institutions, inconsistency in risk appetite in response to

events is quite rational. Again, when people are strongly constrained and

weakly bonded, decisions too are treated discretely rather than as part of

integrated series or programmes. His previous decisions, including those

which led to his ‘isolation at the top’, had certainly contributed to the

hostility of the conditions under which he now had to make further

decisions.

Yet, when we understand the full set of institutional constraints which

lead isolates to treat decisions separately and to shift sharply between

risk stances, we could even allow that Khrushchev may have been

‘optimising’. He worked under acute ignorance, uncertainty, and imper-

fect and incomplete information. Relations between his reasons for and

goals in action were unstable. Nor did he have relevant Bayesian prior

beliefs to update about crises of this magnitude. The experience of the

Berlin showdowns of the previous years could provide little guidance.

When isolates face such constraints, optimising cannot mean exhaustive

search for and analysis of options, let alone success. ‘Optimising’ for

structural isolates can only mean making the best use they can of the

limited scraps of fallible information, and (as Khrushchev did in second

letter) trying to recover from positions created by their previous deci-

sions that turned out to be mistaken. The same argument can be made

about the deployment decision. In structural isolate positions, reducing

the opponent’s prestige, treating prestige as a zero or even negative sum

game, and focusing on that rather than instrumental goals become

entirely intelligible.

A standard of rationality should itself be reasonable, and should be

appropriate to the institutional circumstances actors face. It is not rea-

sonable to define ‘optimising’ for structural isolates as requiring them to

pursue sequentially ordered preference schedules in the most competent
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manner possible. Indeed, if this were the standard, then rational choice

explanations would be little more than ‘just so’ stories. Rational choosers

make blunders, but they make ones that are explicable when seen in the

particular degree of social regulation and integration under which they

operate.

This account differs from simple textbook cases of rational choice in

three ways. Firstly, it admits a much richer set of institutional constraints.

Secondly, it specifies an endogenous relationship between those con-

straints and such aspects of rationality as relations between their reasons

and goals and people’s stance towards different kinds of risks. Thirdly,

these recognitions provide for a limited plurality of forms of rationality

and their hybrids, rather than just one. However, these divergences from

textbook rational choice models are, arguably, not so profound that they

rule out all conversation between neo-Durkheimian and rational choice

traditions of theory about cases of this kind, still less between the

frameworks.

Framing the self

Khrushchev is widely described as a very ‘emotional’ man. This, for

example, is the term for which Burlatsky reaches first in characterising

the Soviet leader when speaking at the October 1987 Cambridge con-

ference (Blight and Welch, 1989, 234). Everyone is emotional. But

Burlatsky used the word in claiming that Khrushchev did not, in his

view, anticipate all the possible consequences of his actions but instead

committed himself either believing that he had little choice (as in the

case of his response to the Hungarian revolt of 1956) or because he felt

confident that his decisions would surely pay off (as appears to have been

the case with Khrushchev around the time of the Vienna summit). As

Kuznetzov’s blunt description of the chairman’s emotions at the height

of the crisis suggests, he may have exhibited a capacity for deep fear in

conditions of deep opacity.

Swinging between feeling the absence of choice and feeling a lightly

reasoned optimism is characteristic of the framing of the self that we

might expect from an isolate structural despot. For the isolate’s weak

bonds to others make it difficult to anchor emotions and anticipations.

On hearing, to his incredulity, that Kennedy had not provided Ameri-

can air and ground support to the Cuban exiles at the Bay of Pigs in

1961, Khrushchev immediately concluded that his own strategy of

deterrence must have been the effective factor (Zubok and Pleshakov,

1996, 242). Yet there was plenty of evidence available to Khrushchev

that quite other reasons had weighed with Kennedy. At the 1961 Vienna
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summit, Khrushchev’s arrogant manner seems to have reflected a period

of soaring self-confidence that his long run of losses had ended. He

thought he could afford to patronise a young and apparently diffident

American president; he expected not to need Kennedy’s goodwill. The

contrast could hardly be more marked with Khrushchev’s deep sense of

limited capacity to control events in October 1962. Again, in 1956, he

had agonised with indecision over what to do about the Hungarian

uprising or whether, until the last possible moment, he had anything to

offer Nasser. Yet almost as soon as those crises were over, he had

persuaded himself that the apparent success had been due to his own

statecraft (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 114–137).

These emotions are ‘apt’ under isolate conditions. Their volatility

reflects the need to sustain emotional capacities for short-term coping

responses to rapidly changing circumstances under conditions of ignor-

ance, opacity and constraint, where survival depends in large part on

bluff. Khrushchev was no more emotional than anyone else. In October

1962, neither Kennedy, nor the great statistical manager, McNamara,

was a textbook case of impassive, unemotional, calculative judgement.

On the contrary, one can find plenty of evidence of fear (Blight, 1992)

– as McNamara repeatedly emphasised – as well as frustration, anger

and bitterness among the ExComm members. Khrushchev’s fears led,

on the 26th and 27th, to very different choices than did those of

Kennedy or the ExComm. The proper contrast is with the particular

feeling style cultivated and elicited in the ritual order of the ExComm

meetings in the Cabinet Room in the White House with that engen-

dered in the very different social relations that obtained among the

denizens of the Kremlin.

Loss framing

Steinberg (1991) gives great weight to what she regards as evidence in

both superpower leaders of strong anxiety about shame and humiliation

in the course of the Cuban crisis. However, the psychoanalytic machin-

ery with which Steinberg (1991) seeks to explain this is not only very

difficult to evidence. It is also unnecessary to explain these concerns and

is misleading in suggesting an equivalence between the concerns of the

two superpower leaders about the losses they and their countries might

face. Moreover, it obscures differences in institutional bases of concerns

about prestige and humiliation.

Kennedy confided to his brother and attorney-general, Robert, that he

stood in danger of impeachment if he did not act sufficiently resolutely to

satisfy his domestic critics to his right, and he noted more than once in
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ExComm that he was concerned about the loss of respect for American

power should he fail to secure the removal of the missiles.

In Khrushchev’s case, we have already found ample evidence for his

concern with prestige, fear of humiliation and hope of inflicting it, in

such remarks as ‘now we can swat your ass’, and that the USA can no

longer ‘spank us like a little boy’, and in his blustering and defensive

efforts to deflect blame and claim credit after the crisis. In his memoirs,

he writes of his brinkmanship strategy, ‘We were also afraid of war. Only

a fool would not be. I’m not afraid to say this. We were afraid of war

because it would bring ruin and destruction to our country and to our

people, causing very heavy casualties. That doesn’t mean you can buy

yourself out of war at any price, to the detriment of your country’s

prestige’ (Khrushchev, 2007 [1999], 297).

Short of death in a nuclear attack on Washington, the worst personal

outcome Kennedy believed he faced, was impeachment. Next worst was

losing the re-election campaign. By contrast, Khrushchev knew very well

that he could face much worse. Although he had not executed his

opponents in the 1950s or sent them to concentration camps in Siberia,

he could not be sure that those who might overthrow him would follow

his example in their treatment of him (although in 1964 they did). He

knew well the extraordinarily bitter public obloquy to which fallen

figures in the Soviet Union were typically treated. After his own treat-

ment of the families of his enemies, he might well have feared for his

son’s and daughter’s career chances. After his fall, his repeated efforts in

memoir writing, including publishing outside the USSR, show his con-

cern to try to protect what was left of his broken reputation.

Certainly, Khrushchev was particularly touchy about his own dignity

and that of the Soviet state as reflected in his own strategy. In hismemoirs,

Khrushchev at several times notes his fears of loss of dignity (Khrushchev,

1971, 2007 [1999]; cf. Zubok and Pleshakov, 1996, 204–205). His

biography (e.g. Taubman, 2003) is replete with angry rebuffs to perceived

slights. At the Vienna summit, he was much more concerned with point-

scoring to establish his and his country’s status than with concrete

issues and proposals (e.g. Dallek, 2003, 401–408). Given the insecurity

of his and the Soviet Union’s position if he should be seen as weak, this

is entirely understandable. During his premiership in the 1950s, he

was particularly preoccupied with the risks of appearing weak. Thus,

Zubok and Pleshakov (1996, 183) report him saying to party leaders

as early as 1953 that only the capacity of force would be respected inter-

nationally, for without it, ‘we would be treated [by the West] as

naı̈ve simpletons’, and telling Tito in 1956 that, if force were not used

against theHungarian uprising, ‘then thewest will saywe are either stupid
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or weak, and that’s one and the same thing.’ Of course, weakness and

stupidity are not the same thing. Under the isolate conditions of strong

constraint and weak bonds, however, where maintaining fragile credibility

was all that stood between the embattled Khrushchev and the precipice

he felt to be behind him, it is not difficult to see why being seen as weak

or stupid might seem to lead catastrophic loss of prestige. If anything

was constant in Khrushchev’s foreign policy prior to the Cuban crisis,

it was perhaps a real concern about the risks to the Soviet Union, and

perhaps to his own position, should he have to retreat almost anywhere in

the world (Zubok and Pleshakov, 1996). There really was a ‘precipice

behind’ him.

Short of nuclear war, the worst imaginable outcome for the Soviet

Union was worse than for the USA. Khrushchev had continued

Stalin’s commitment to maintaining superpower status and rivalry with

the USA, despite knowing the slender economic, fiscal and techno-

logical capability on which this rested. This had already effectively

required him to try systematically to bluff the USA about the quantity

of Soviet Union weaponry and range, the solidity of its allies, and the

extent of its leverage over African and Asian insurgencies. A great risk

with deception-based strategies is that exposure leaves no scope for

anything but retreat: bluffs can be called during or after any setback.

Events in East Germany in 1953 and Hungary and Poland in 1956 had

shown Khrushchev just how fragile was Soviet control over Eastern

Europe. A real risk of being seen to be roundly defeated in superpower

rivalry might be the loss of some or all of those countries from the

Soviet sphere – a ‘domino effect’ that transpired in 1989, but did not

occur in the opposite direction for the USA in South-East Asia in

the 1970s.

Kennedy’s worry was a reasonable one, about holding together the

NATO alliance, should he be seen to climb down too far under pressure

from Khrushchev (Eisenhower had difficulty in keeping the European

alliance together under similar pressure in the 1950s: Nash, 1997). He

had fewer reasons for concern about US influence in Latin America of

anything like the immediate threat that a successful East European

uprising would have represented for the USSR in the early 1960s.

Moreover, to the extent that Khrushchev’s deployment decision was

motivated even in part by a desire to reduce American prestige,

frightening the USA and ‘shortening their arms’, as he told Dobrynin in

March 1962, it represented a ‘double or quits’ position. Fallback could

only be humiliating. By contrast, Kennedy’s fallback positions would

have been embarrassing, but would not necessarily have destroyed his

presidency. Even if he had to call on Andrew Cordier to ask U Thant for
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an explicit deal over the Turkish missiles, he might still have salvaged

some of his own domestic position and the US position internationally.

Again, therefore, framing of loss as humiliation and shame in

Khrushchev’s case requires more specific explanation than appeal to

psychoanalytic constants, or anything that treats his position as the

equivalent of his antagonist’s. Rather, it requires explanation by refer-

ence to the strong external constraints, continuing internal constraint

from institutionalised commitment to the pursuit of superpower status

and rivalry, and weak capacity for bonds with colleagues who might

sustain him through a protracted or a very major defeat.

Blight (1992) may be right to argue that, in the missile crisis, fear

served to support learning and careful attention. However, this study

makes clear that there are big differences between what fear can teach

under isolate and under individualistic institutions, even when both are

in hybrids with hierarchical ones.

The limits of strategy for the structural isolate

In sum, Khrushchev’s strategy in 1962 represents a kind of very grand

international relations analogue of that of the ‘amoral familist’ of the

Banfields’ Montegrano. It was essentially opportunistic, adventurous

but short-term. Based on large gambles in the domain of losses, it did

not exhibit thought-through anticipation of likely US responses or the

consequences of Soviet replies to those responses. It lacked clear issue

linkage. Concerns about general prestige were as important as anything

to do with the balance of practical assets or influence.

Like that of the amoral familist’s above, Khrushchev’s strategy – or

rather, tactics, because strategy is attenuated in isolate conditions – was

based on deception at two levels. First, there was deception at the grand

level about the military and technological capability of the Soviet state

and economy. Secondly, the Soviets concealed the deployment itself until

it should have been brought to a state of complete operational readiness.

Indeed, Khrushchev had long held that deception was necessarily,

and should be, central to foreign policy. Fursenko and Naftali (1997,

133) describe Khrushchev’s critical response to a proposal made by

Sakharov at a meeting between scientists and politicians, in which

Khrushchev made his case, typically, with a parable: ‘Politics are like

the old joke about the two Jews travelling on a train. One asks the

other: “So, where are you going?” “I’m going to Zhitomir.” “What a sly

fox,” thinks the first Jew. “I know he is really going to Zhitomir, but he

told me Zhitomir so I’ll think he’s going to Zhmerinka.”’ No clearer

statement could be found of the elevation to the political context of
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the assumptive world of amoral familism (Banfield and Banfield, 1958)

that emerges most readily under isolate institutions.

All governments must sometimes lie, as the literatures on the problem

of ‘dirty hands’ and raison d’état show: the Kennedy administration

covered up the truth about the terms of the settlement. However, in

isolate institutions, deception is accentuated and treated as a first rather

than a last resort. It is one case of the general willingness to undertake

very significant risks in the domain of losses to cope and survive, and, for

structural despots, to try to hang on to their precarious position and

fragile prestige. Prospect theory’s story might have some descriptive

application to isolate life (although Scott’s 1976 evidence suggests that

it may not work as well for structural isolate serfs as for isolate despots),

but not on the explanatory basis of a universal constant of loss aversion

that the theory offers.

Deception about the size of the Soviet nuclear arsenal was amore or less

constant stratagem for Khrushchev. US Deputy Secretary of Defense

Roswell Gilpatric, later backed up by statements from McNamara

himself, had publicly declared in 1961 that the ‘missile gap’ on which

much of the presidential election campaign of 1960 had been fought, did

not exist. Nevertheless, Khrushchev continued to make inflated public

claims about the numbers of Soviet warheads. Questioned by his son,

Sergei, about his reasons for rejecting Kennedy’s offer at the Vienna

summit of collaboration on a joint space programme, Khrushchev

replied that he did not want, by agreeing to Soviet participation, to

expose the paucity of both rocketry expertise and nuclear capability

from which the USSR really suffered. Rather, he remained determined

to bluff the West that he had much more at his disposal than were really

available in 1961. ‘If we cooperate with them . . . it will mean opening

up our rocket programme. We have only two hundred missiles, but they

think we have many more.’ ‘So when they say we have something to

hide. . .?,’ Sergei persisted. ‘It’s just the opposite,’ his father said with a

laugh. ‘We have nothing to hide. We have nothing. And we must hide

it’ (Stern, 2005, 21, citing James Shefter, 1999, The race, New York:

Doubleday, 145). Probably, at the time of the October 1962 crisis

fifteen months later, the Soviet Union had about 300 warheads for

long-, intermediate- and medium-range missiles and perhaps rather

more for tactical ones.

The shooting down of Gary Powers’ U-2 plane over the Soviet Union

in 1960 provides another good example, but with a distinct twist, of

Khrushchev’s understanding of the place of deception in foreign policy.

Some time afterward, Khrushchev told Troyanovsky that he had hoped

that Eisenhower would continue denying that the USA was engaged in
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aerial surveillance of the Soviet Union (Zubok and Pleshakov, 1996,

203). This, he hoped, would enable Khrushchev to trap Eisenhower into

a lie, which could then be exposed. Unfortunately for Khrushchev, the

American president chose to acknowledge that the USA was indeed

engaged in such a programme, leaving Khrushchev with no option but

to complain about the programme itself, leaving international opinion

to speculate about how much the Soviets had to hide. Perhaps he

represented his own role as being more strategic and manipulative than

it actually was at the time.5 Even if this was ex post facto rationalisation, it

is revealing about Khrushchev’s conception of the role of deception and

manipulation in statecraft.

Khrushchev would boast of the brazenness of the deception he

ordered. On 16 October 1962, Kennedy met Soviet Foreign Minister

Gromyko (not a Praesidium member), who said nothing whatsoever to

the president about missiles in Cuba despite Kennedy’s frequent hints

that Gromyko might talk about the Cuban stand-off. Gromyko reported

back to Moscow that he still believed that the US administration was

ignorant of their existence. In the 1990 (p. 175) volume of his memoirs,

Khrushchev gloated about Gromyko’s continuation of the nuclear

deception: ‘Gromyko answered like a gypsy who was caught stealing a

horse: “It’s not me and it’s not my horse. I don’t know anything”’

(Taubman, 2003, 558).

Arguments from inevitability and from a claim of moral equivalence

with the USA appear in justification of the deception in Khrushchev’s

memoirs (2007 [1999], 335):

Naturally we denied everything. Some might say that this was perfidy on our
part. Unfortunately, this type of diplomacy persists in our times, and we didn’t
invent anything new in this respect. We merely made use of the same methods
our opponents used towards us. After all, they didn’t warn us they were going to
place missiles in Turkey or that they had missiles already in Italy and other
NATO countries. They were spying on us and sending their spy planes over
our territory, but they constantly denied it.

Two pages later (p. 337), he goes still further, in asserting the centrality

of deception to politics: ‘Gromyko of course denied everything. That’s

what he was a diplomat for.’6

Khrushchev’s deception about the missiles may have been poor

strategy, whatever its merits as short-term tactics. As surviving members

of ExComm admitted at the March 1987 Hawk’s Cay conference (Blight

and Welch, 1989), had Khrushchev announced his intention, after

agreement with Castro, to deploy nuclear missiles in Cuba and brought

Cuba into the Warsaw Pact, things might well have been much more

difficult for Kennedy. Quite possibly, the support of the Organization of
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American States would have been much more difficult to secure,

especially by relying on the Rio Treaty. Instead, the USA would probably

have had to resort to the Monroe Doctrine. That would have risked

antagonising Latin American governments, and it would have attracted

much less international support. Instead, Soviet deception provoked

indignation across the world.

The USA too was engaged in deception in its foreign policy. The

Operation Mongoose programme of sabotage in Cuba provides a clear

example. Kennedy’s commitment to South Vietnam rested on the by now

false claim that the USA was not leading the war against the Vietcong,

although the much larger institutional ordering in the political-military

governance of that war, even in the Kennedy administration, was very

different from that which handled the missile crisis, especially in the role

of the military (Halberstam, 1992 [1969]; Logevall, 1999). The adminis-

tration went on to cover up the concession over the Turkish missiles in the

settlement. Nonetheless, the scale onwhichKhrushchev practised decep-

tion, its centrality to his whole strategy over almost a decade of bluff and

brinkmanship over Berlin, the integration of deception with the long-

standing military traditions of maskirovka and the political traditions of

the Bolshevik Party, and the absence of any domestic institutions that

might check deception, all mark important differences from the role of

deception in US strategy during the period.

Each element of Soviet strategy over Cuba can be explained as the

reflection of the institutional context in which Khrushchev, the Soviet

élite and the state found themselves domestically and internationally. The

limited scope for strategy, the consequent emphasis on tactical improvisa-

tion, treating decisions as discrete, and the reliance on deception,

reflected strong external constraint and weak bonds both internally in

the Kremlin and for the state. Attenuation of strategy resulted from

Khrushchev and his colleagues painting an image of their own isolate

context onto the larger domain, as Durkheim andMauss argued we all do.

Issue linkage

One might reasonably expect ‘brinkmanship’ to be used precisely in

ultimatums to try to impose issue linkage on other states. Yet Khrushchev

rarely made specific links between demands on issues that would typically

be thought of as unrelated, even when hemight have tried it. When he did

so, it was in an opportunistic rather than a strategic fashion. This is

consistent with what we expect of structural isolates.

Moreover, taking a longer perspective, Khrushchev’s foreign policy

shows a pattern of weak commitment to strategic issue linkage. Fursenko
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and Naftali (2003, 127) suggest that Khrushchev lacked both the ability

to see crises created by others as opportunities (unlike those he created

over Berlin, for example) and the ability to focus on more than one

major issue at a time. In 1956, he had made no effort to attempt issue

linkage between the simultaneous crises in Hungary and Suez. Although

he used the distraction or decoy offered by the Anglo-French invasion of

Egypt and its subsequent ignominious collapse to divert international

attention from Hungary, he never attempted to impose conditions for

settlement of one crisis that required particular terms on the other.

Indeed, in 1956, Khrushchev was hardly acting strategically: during

the height of the Hungarian crisis, he merely mixed coping with oppor-

tunism in a sauce of vacillation (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003). There is

evidence of vacillation at the height of the 1961 Berlin crisis too. On the

other hand, his personal history prior to holding the highest office and

his ruthless determination to obtain it suggest that vacillation was no

enduring character trait, but something to be explained by external

factors: after all, he did not vacillate over the 1958 plot.

In Khrushchev’s (2007 [1999], 319–320) discussion of the Cuban

crisis, there is a paragraph on Berlin, but only to compare its relative

importance with Cuba as a flashpoint, and not to suggest policy linkage

or conditionality, nor to suggest threats about one as a means of securing

a favourable settlement in the other. He could sometimes hint, vaguely

and ambiguously, at linkage. For example, in a 1961 letter to Kennedy

written after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, which appeared to Khrushchev

temporarily to have advantaged him, he wrote that ‘conflagration in

one region could endanger settlements elsewhere’; but this could simply

indicate the possibility of linkage being imposed by the USA rather than

the Soviet state using it.

In 1961, Berlin had been the focus of the greatest crisis since Stalin’s

death and probably since the airlift. In March 1962, Khrushchev had

advised Dobrynin that Berlin was the central issue between the super-

powers. He let Kennedy’s press secretary, Pierre Salinger, understand

in a meeting on 12 May that he remained focused on Berlin. By July, he

was proposing a new settlement over Berlin that would involve mutual

troop reductions, yet he was telling his colleagues that Berlin was no

longer the priority (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 441). Indeed, when

his proposals were issued, the East German leader Walter Ulbricht was

hardly consulted. He did have longer-term plans for another Berlin

crisis, months after he hoped the Cuban deployment would have been

a fait accompli (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003, 440–460), but these did

not take the form of linkage but of exploiting an advantage, if he could

gain it.
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Kennedy certainly feared Soviet linkage between Cuba and Berlin

(Dallek, 2003, 376–377). After the Cuban crisis, Khrushchev’s and

the Soviet position worsened generally (Fursenko and Naftali, 2003,

493–528; Taubman, 2003, 578–619), while Kennedy’s improved, redu-

cing the depth of his location in the domain of losses (Dallek, 2003). In

late June 1963, it was instead Kennedy who could pressure Moscow on

the subject, with his much-discussed ‘Ich bin ein Berliner’ speech (Dallek,

2003, 624–625), although Bundy advised strongly that he should not

press his advantage too far (Taylor, 2006, 506).

True, in a letter to Kennedy dated 28 September 1962, the Soviet

leader once again threatened, rather vaguely, to sign a peace treaty with

East Germany, which would once again have ratcheted up pressure over

Berlin, adding: ‘If there were no statement by you on Cuba, we, natur-

ally, as Ambassador Thompson and Mr. Udall were told, would not say

anything on West Berlin. Your statement forced us to do so.’7 But

because in September he had to maintain secrecy about the Cuban

nuclear deployment, he could make no explicit link. Indeed, the letter

also complained of US ‘buzzing’ (aerial surveillance) of Soviet shipping

in the Atlantic, in the hope of preserving the deception about the missile

deployment. Yet, in the same 28 September letter, Khrushchev was

signalling that he would not create another Berlin crisis until after the

USA congressional elections. This may have been a ruse, but not one

that would help him much if he were intending to use Cuba as a

bargaining counter over Berlin: the USA could have published his broken

promise. At no point during the crisis week of 22–28 October did

Khrushchev’s letters to Kennedy place specific demands upon the USA

for substantive concessions over Berlin,8 nor did he redeploy forces in

or around the city as ExComm feared he might. In the long letter to

Kennedy of 30 October, after the immediate crisis had ended,

Khrushchev returned to the Berlin question. Then his remarks were

relatively mild. It seemed low on his priority list and was not linked to

Cuba. Indeed, if there was any strategic connection between the

Cuban adventure and the threat of a separate German treaty in the

28 September letter, it may well have been that of a diversion rather

than a linkage for leverage.

Indeed, when, late in the evening of 22 October 1962, Kuznetzov was

so presumptuous as to suggest to Khrushchev that the USSR might

exert pressure in Berlin to counter Kennedy’s pressure on Cuba,

Khrushchev angrily dismissed him with words to the effect that he was

trying to get them out of one predicament and Kuznetzov was proposing

to complicate things by dragging them deeper into another.9 Reluctance

to engage in issue linkage, save to extricate himself from difficulties, is
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entirely consistent with Khrushchev’s behaviour of keeping issues largely

isolated from one another save on a casual and opportunistic basis,

during the twin crises of Budapest and Suez in 1956.

Linkage with Turkey was made by Khrushchev only in the 27 October

letter, as an additional demand over and above that made in the letter of

the 26th, perhaps following his speculation that Lippmann’s article was

floating the idea withWhite House approval. Moreover, in the protracted

negotiations after October, the Turkish missiles quickly dropped down

Khrushchev’s list of priorities. His decision to withdraw was made in the

light of events generally, not on the basis of Robert Kennedy’s conversa-

tion with Dobrynin: he took the offer, even though it could only be secret,

but as a consolation, not in negotiated barter (cf. Scott, 2007, 57–58).

In short, structural isolate leaders find it as difficult to link issues as to

link people.

Category formation and anomaly management

The way people generate and sustain the use of particular categories

should, the theory proposes, reflect their institutional location. Secondly,

the manner of treatment of things which are most anomalous in a system

of categories is a key indicator of judgement style. It is expected to be

consistent with social organisation. In the Kremlin, the White House

and Havana, structural conflict between informal institutions governing

social and political relations was conducted by the ritual and rhetorical

formation of anomalous categories and classifications.

One of the most closely battled categories in the rhetorical dispute

between the Kremlin and White House during the October crisis was

the distinction between ‘offensive’ and ‘defensive’ weapons. A vast litera-

ture in international relations and military policy examines their defin-

ition, applied to weapons systems, bases and deployments, strategies and

postures, etc.10 The medium-range missiles and their nuclear warheads

deployed to Cuba in 1962 were almost bound to be anomalous within the

claims and rhetoric used by Khrushchev’s régime, given the instability of

its strategic position. The deception about their deployment required the

Soviets to claim, once they were discovered, that Dobrynin’s assurances

to the US government that no ‘offensive weapons’ were being supplied to

Cuba was true, and that the missiles were defensive. The argument

for this was that they were intended to deter invasion, a defensive objective.

On the other hand, in a ‘diatribe’ delivered to Dobrynin in March 1962

on sending him to Washington, Khrushchev denounced the American

forward deployment of the Jupiter missiles in Turkey as ‘offensive’ on the

basis, not of their intended use or US military objectives, but on the
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basis of their location. The Soviets had begun to gather intelligence

about US scenario thinking within the Pentagon about the possibility

of pre-emptive first-strike use, but this is still a rather different thing

from unprovoked first-strike use. If the Jupiters were offensive because

of where they were, then Soviet medium-range missiles in Cuba should

have been also. However, in amoral familist fashion, Khrushchev could

hardly admit this. The letters to Kennedy during the crisis week simply

mentioned them as ‘weapons which you called offensive’. The US

position was that the medium-range weapons were offensive because

of the intrinsic nature of their capabilities, range and destructive size of

warhead (see Chapter 6).

Pliyev’s units were structurally heavily isolated within the Soviet

military and political posture during October. Communications with

Moscow were very limited, because of the fear of US code-breaking.

Budget constraints and the blockade, the need to collaborate with but

not surrender operational control to the Cubans, and the limited oppor-

tunities for support from the rest of the Soviet armed forces left the

troops in Cuba as, collectively, a structural isolate in a highly anomalous

position. In many ways, the troops’ position reflected that of Khrushchev’s

own, extended far beyond their capacities for safe fallback. The deploy-

ment itself was anomalous in Soviet strategic thought. Both Mikoyan,

the cautious foreign policy survivor, andMalinovsky, the veteran marshal,

generally advocated domestically focused,mass, land-based defence rather

than over-investment in nuclear or even naval over-extensions of military

power. The goals of the missile deployment were not fully consistent,

subject to what would seem to be arbitrary redirection from Moscow.

The exigencies of crisis were, Khrushchev realised, bound to create anom-

alies in control. Despite the repetition of the standard instructions to

theatre commanders not to use nuclear weapons without authorisation

(Blight et al., 1993), Khrushchev recognised that, should matters

escalate, it might be impossible to prevent local initiative leading to use,

in desperation, of the tactical nuclear weapons (Khrushchev, 2002) –

circumstances for which contingency planning could give little guidance

and no Bayesian prior.

Khrushchev treated the forces in Cuba, and indeed the naval and

submarine fleets, as inconsistently as this structural position would lead

us to expect. He veered between working through the military hierarchy

and insisting on the terms of specific instructions to be sent on his own

authority, over the heads of the generals and his defence minister

(Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 240–289).

The US blockade was also a much conflicted piece of terminology and

a practical source of anomalies for all three sides. Kennedy decided to
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call it a system of ‘quarantine’ in the hope of avoiding problems in

international law, because an explicit blockade would be an act of war,

but this piece of instrumental anomaly management could never have

convinced the Soviets. The sudden and tactical shift of the boundaries of

the blockade from an 800-mile radius to a 500-mile one reflected instabil-

ity in the principal purpose of the measure, between cautious and more

aggressive signalling. In his letters during the crisis week, Khrushchev

described theUS announcement that it would board and inspect shipping

as a threat of ‘piracy’. A pirate is a structural isolate adventurer who

violates property rights at sea for his or her own benefit.11 Had things

ever got to the point of boarding a Soviet ship, perhaps the US navymight

have tried to effect seizure of weapons deliveries. In such a huge inter-

national nuclear crisis, it would stretch the specification of the terms of the

blockade to the point of satire, to describe seizures of nuclear weapons as

violations of legal rights of property of the Soviet state: by then, property

rights would hardly have been the main point. Yet piracy does have

structural analogies with Khrushchev’s own adventurist brinkmanship

over Berlin, South-East Asia and Cuba itself, and indeed with the Soviet

forces’ requisitioning of land from locals in Cuba. Castro too used the

term ‘piracy’ to describe the blockade.

The central point is that, like the amoral familists of Montegrano, the

isolate despot handled anomalies in classification by attempting deception

and instrumental manipulation of categories for short-term gain or loss

avoidance. Selective use of the distinction between ‘offensive’ and ‘defen-

sive’ weapons provides a clear example, as does that of the accusation of

‘piracy’.

More fundamentally, though, the ritual manner is important in which

these categories were deployed. They were used in self-exculpation,

accusation and blame, as the theory predicts. Finally, the particular

things indicated by the most anomalous categories – the weapons them-

selves, the Soviet forces in Cuba, and the idea of the wrong that might be

done to Soviet shipping should the blockade have been enforced against

it – are all structural analogues of the isolate despot position occupied by

Khrushchev. In manipulation of these particular categories for short-

term advantage, we again find the isolate despot reflecting his own

classification in his categories for the things he had created or to which

he had to respond.

Hindsight and foresight

In the Caribbean, the word ‘pirate’ retains many connotations from

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century history that have been forgotten
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elsewhere. At the height of the crisis Castro explicitly compared Kennedy

with Henry Morgan, one of the worst of the freebooters. Rarely in the

Caribbean is it forgotten that many pirates of Elizabethan times were

really privateers backed formally or informally by their home states, that

they were engaged in extensive slave raiding, and that they represented

the purely predatory rather than occupational aspect of imperialism.

The Soviet leader, however, had little sense of Caribbean history;

probably, he would have seen it as irrelevant. The piracy charge was

used in justificatory letters to Kennedy rather than in deliberation,

entirely because it was convenient in the short term. As the theory

expects of people in isolate ordering, deliberation in the Kremlin was

not, so far as the evidence allows (Fursenko and Naftali, 1997, 2003;

Khrushchev, 2000; Taubman, 2003), weighed down by historical

analogies. Only the treaty of Brest–Litovsk was deployed on the 28th,

when Khrushchev had to present his decision to withdraw; again, this

analogy played no part in deliberation. When Turkey presented itself at a

late stage as a useful geographical analogy, it was deployed, but only

as the chairman looked for, to salvage tactical survival from strategic

failure. His planning horizon was generally very short term – so much so

that he had plans neither for the US discovery nor for Castro’s rejection

of the withdrawal.

Misunderstanding the opponent

Just as Kennedy misunderstood Khrushchev by conceiving his interlocu-

tor to think as he did (as we shall see below), so Khrushchev systematic-

ally misunderstood Kennedy by implicitly classifying him as someone

similarly situated to himself and thinking in like ways.

Despite having visited the USA during Eisenhower’s presidency,

Khrushchev’s understanding of the USA was limited and distorted. He

had no doubts of the scale of US power, but by turns he over- and under-

estimated Kennedy’s presidential powers after 1960. That Kennedy was

to a very significant degree constrained by what he could realistically

persuade public opinion and the Congress to accept was a fact that

Khrushchev never adequately appreciated, at least before October

1962. Given the passive role of acclamation that his own party congresses

and other Soviet bodies played, perhaps this is an understandable

transposition of his own context onto his antagonist’s position. On the

other hand, he made constant reference to ‘dark forces’ in the USA that

he considered Kennedy in particular to be unable to control (Zubok and

Pleshakov, 1996, 253). Quite whom he meant appears to have varied

between military leaders and business interests.12 Given the pressure
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that Khrushchev’s own administration felt itself under from the Soviet

military and from the major state enterprises, his image of the USA

appears as a paranoid caricature of the relationship between the core

executive of the state and the military and industrial leadership in the

Soviet Union itself.

At first, after having with some apparent success bullied Kennedy at

the Vienna summit of 1961, Khrushchev seems to have formed the view

that Kennedy could be browbeaten into retreat. He had presumably

hoped that a revelation, either in an announcement in Cuba or perhaps

at the UN in November 1962, of fully operational missiles in Cuba

would enable him to force Kennedy into accepting the Cuban deploy-

ment as he had had to accept the presence of US missiles in bases around

the USSR. Khrushchev appears to have persuaded himself that the

analogy between geographically forward bases would provide analogous

political conditions (Nash, 1997). Consistently, he underestimated the

importance of the pressure that the Kennedy administration felt itself

under from congressional leaders and wider public opinion.

Increasingly frustrated, by the morning of Saturday, 27 October, by

the constraints and by his inability to secure any kind of relationship with

his interlocutor in Washington, Khrushchev resorted to having his

second letter read out over Radio Moscow. The letter made public a

demand for the withdrawal of the US missiles in Turkey. It seems not to

have occurred to Khrushchev to calculate that this could only have the

opposite effect from that intended. For, the demand having been made

public, Kennedy could not now hope to persuade his Turkish allies to

accept the USA agreeing in public to withdraw the weapons. Khrushchev

seems to have assumed that Kennedy could treat his Turkish and NATO

allies as Khrushchev had treated Castro (indeed, as he would try unsuc-

cessfully to treat Castro when he announced his decision to withdraw)

and as he treated Kádár in Hungary, Gomułka in Poland and Ulbricht in

East Germany. In short, he acted as though Kennedy were also an isolate

structural despot like himself, on whom an antagonist could impose

strong external constraints and who would then simply pass on those

constraints internally.

When Dobrynin met Robert Kennedy at the height of the crisis,

he reported to Moscow that Kennedy had described the US military

putting great pressure on the president. Dobrynin appeared to imply

that he had gleaned from Robert Kennedy the idea that, should the

president back down, there was some possibility of a coup. It seems

highly doubtful that Robert Kennedy said any such thing. He may well

have conveyed the strong preference of General LeMay, alongside that of

some Republicans, for invasion. He may have spoken of the growing
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difficulties of exercising political control over events in theatre, should

mistakes occur and retaliation begin. Perhaps these points were garbled

in transmission. Dobrynin’s message suggested a constitutional fragility

in the USA that, for all its falsity in Washington, made sense to a

Moscow élite readership feeling vulnerable to threats from within the

apparatus.

In short, Khrushchev painted his own institutional context onto that

of his interlocutor and suffered what he could never, despite his greatest

efforts to do so, disguise as anything but one of the worst setbacks of his

career. The subjective classification of his antagonists reflected once

again his own objective classification.
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